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Abstract
The sensitivity for double beta decay studies of 134Xe and 124Xe is investigated assuming a
potential large scale Xe experiment developed for dark matter searches depleted in 136Xe . The
opportunity for an observation of the 2νββ - decay of 134Xe is explored for various scenarios. A
positive observation should be possible for all calculated nuclear matrix elements. The detection
of 2ν ECEC of 124Xe can be probed in all scenarios covering the theoretical predicted half-life
uncertainties and a potential search for 126Xe is discussed. The sensitivity to β+EC decay of
124Xe is discussed and a positive observation might be possible, while β+β+ decay still remains
unobservable. The performed studies take into account solar pp-neutrino interactions, 85Kr
beta decay and remaining 136Xe double beta decay as background components in the depleted
detector.
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1. Introduction
The search for physics beyond the standard model is a wide spread activity in accelerator and
non-accelerator physics. Among all the searches for new physics beyond the Standard Model
total lepton number violation plays an important role. The golden channel to search for total
lepton number violation is neutrinoless double beta decay
(Z,A)→ (Z + 2, A) + 2e− (0νββ - decay). (1)
Any Beyond Standard Model (BSM) physics allowing ∆L = 2 processes can contribute to the
decay rate. However, it has been shown that its observation would imply that neutrinos are
their own antiparticles (Majorana neutrinos) which is an essential ingredient for leptogenesis,
explaining the baryon asymmetry in the universe with the help of Majorana neutrinos (see
for example [1]). However, unknown is how much individual BSM processes contribute to the
double beta decay rate.
To observe this process, single beta decay has to be forbidden by energy conservation or at least
strongly suppressed. For this reason only 35 potential double beta emitters exist. As the phase
space for these decays scales strongly with the Q-value, searches are using only those nuclides
with a Q-value above 2 MeV, reducing the list of candidates to 11. Lower limits on half-lives
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beyond 1025 years of the neutrino less mode have been measured for the isotopes 76Ge and
136Xe [2, 3, 4]. In addition, the allowed process of neutrino accompanied double beta decay
(Z,A)→ (Z + 2, A) + 2e− + 2ν¯e (2νββ - decay) (2)
will occur. It is the rarest decay measured in nature and has been observed in more than ten
isotopes. However, in both cases the measured quantity is a half-life, which is linked to phase
space G and nuclear transition matrix elements M . In case of 2νββ - decay the matrix element
is purely Gamow-Teller (GT) and the relation is(
T2ν1/2
)−1
= G× |MGT |2 , (3)
which does not contain any unknowns from the particle physics point of view, as opposed to
0νββ - decay . Thus, half-life measurements for 2νββ - decay will provide valuable information
on the nuclear matrix elements which can be directly compared with theory. From the nuclear
structure point of view the measurement is important, as 2νββ - decay half-lives for the most
studied nuclei have been measured. Furthermore, by comparing double beta emitters from the
same element (separated by a difference of two neutrons in the same shell) the matrix element
calculations can be well probed which has been done for the Te systems [5]. Nature offers a
few elements with 2(3) emitters: 46,48Ca, 80,82Se, 94,96Zr, 98,100Mo, 114,116Cd, 122,124Sn, 134,136Xe
and 146,148,150Nd. However due to the Q11-dependence of the phase space for 2νββ - decay the
one with the highest Q-value makes the remaining ones for the same element more or less
unobservable.
So far only examples passing this rule are geochemical experiments using ancient Te-ores. Here
both 128Te and 130Te half-lives could be measured. In this way sensitive matrix element ratios
can be computed and compared with the experimental values. As it is impractical to enrich
an element in the minor emitter (the one with the lower Q-value) just for this purpose, a
potential measurement must be done as a byproduct of other ongoing experiments. In this
case we propose that 134Xe very likely is the first isotope which will be studied in a laboratory
experiment, as this can be done in future large-scale liquid xenon (LXe) detectors used for dark
matter searches.
Equivalent processes to double beta decay with the emission of two electrons could occur on the
right side of the mass parabola of even-even isobars. In this case three different decay modes
are possible involving positrons and electron capture (EC)
(Z,A) → (Z − 2, A) + 2e+ (+2νe) (β+β+ ) (4)
e− + (Z,A) → (Z − 2, A) + e+ (+2νe) (β+EC ) (5)
2e− + (Z,A) → (Z − 2, A) (+2νe) (ECEC ) (6)
Again 35 potential emitters exist for ECEC decay but only six nuclides have a high enough Q-
value beyond 4 mec
2 to allow for double positron decay, one of them being 124Xe . No neutrino
accompanied decay of any of those has been observed. Furthermore, it has been shown that the
neutrinoless β+EC mode has an enhanced sensitivity to potential right-handed weak currents
[6] and thus can help to disentangle the contributions to 0νββ - decay if ever observed.
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Nowadays detectors using Xe in different forms are common. EXO-200 and KamLAND-Zen
are using enriched 136Xe for double beta decay searches. Thus, they are not suited for the
investigations described in this paper. However, dark matter detectors, especially those with
Xe depleted in 136Xe , can do a sensitive search. Currently Xenon-100 [7], LUX [8] and XMASS
[9] are running, with Xenon-1T in the building up phase and LZ in preparation. These will
already be tonne scale LXe detectors. Furthermore LZ at its final stage [10] considers 20 tonnes
of LXe which is also one of the considered options for the DARWIN project [11]. Considering
these dimensions it is interesting to explore their potential for double beta decay searches.
However, issues related to fiducial volume cuts and the dynamic range of the data acquisition
system are ignored in this paper.
2. Generic study of 134Xe
2.1. Estimates of nuclides and expected half-lives
The double beta decay of 134Xe into 134Ba has a Q-value of 825.8 ±0.9 keV [12] and its
natural abundance is 10.4 %. The current limit on the 2νββ - decay half-life is 1.1 × 1016 yrs
[13]. In natural Xe-detectors it is very unlikely to observe this process due to the presence of
136Xe . Its much higher Q-value of 2457.83 ± 0.37 keV [14] will completely cover a potential
134Xe signal. However, next generation dark matter experiments like Xenon1T will use LXe
depleted in 136Xe and thus enhance the probability of an observation.
As the maximum in the sum energy spectrum of the two electrons in 2νββ - decay is around
30% of the Q-value, the region of interest for a search will be around 100-500 keV. From the
experimental side, the abundances of 134Xe , 136Xe and 85Kr , as well as the energy resolution
in this range are the major unknown parameters. The latter is due to the fact that these
experiments are normally tuned to optimize dark matter searches in the range of a few keV.
85Kr is a common background in low energy experiments which decays by beta emission with a
Q value of 687.4 keV.
To estimate the amount of 134Xe in the depleted Xe, data from enriched Xe experiments were
used. EXO-200 quotes abundances of these isotopes in their Xe of 80.6% 136Xe and 19.4 %
134Xe [15] while KamLAND-Zen is using 90.93 % enriched 136Xe and 8.89 % 134Xe [16] . Taking
the KamLAND-Zen enrichment values, three different scenarios are defined in this work: It is
assumed that the depleted material is the remnant of 136Xe enrichment but still contains tiny
amounts of 136Xe . Its abundance is considered to be 0.01% (scenario I), 0.05% (scenario II) and
0.1% (scenario III), respectively. The abundances of each isotope were calculated accordingly
and are given in Table 1. For the studies we used the new precise 2νββ - decay half-live value
of T2ν1/2 = 2.165 ± 0.016 (stat.) ± 0.059 (sys.) × 1021 years as measured by EXO-200 [17].
One of the unknown parameters is the expected half-live of 134Xe . Two different types of
estimates were performed. First of all, the phase space for 2νββ - decay scales with Q11. Using
a more accurate polynomial given in [18] and by assuming equal nuclear matrix elements for
the decay mode of 134Xe and 136Xe with the given experimental T2ν1/2 of
136Xe [17] the estimate
results in an expected value of T2ν1/2 ≈ 1.71×1025 yr. A second approach is using the calculations
[19] done with the IBM-2 model and using phase space calculations from the method described
in [20]. Allowing various values for gA between 1 and 1.269 with the given matrix elements [21]
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Table 1: Assumed abundancies (in %) for the double beta emitters in depleted Xe. 124Xe is also given which
will be discussed in section 4.
134Xe atoms (%) 136Xe atoms (%) 124Xe atoms (%)
scenario I 10.5637 0.01 0.11083
scenario II 10.5629 0.05 0.11079
scenario III 10.5619 0.1 0.110727
half-lives in the region of 3.7-4.7 ×1024 yrs are predicted. Furthermore, a half-live estimate of
6.09 ×1024 yr is given in [22] which is in the same region.
2.2. Simulation
To estimate the sensitivity of a large scale LXe experiment, Monte Carlo simulations based
on GEANT4 have been performed. The design of the detector is guided by the DARWIN
concept using 20 tonnes of LXe and a detector system similar to the one presented in [23]
is used. This geometry was implemented into the MaGe simulation software [24]. The veto
systems for external backgrounds are of no importance for this study and therefore are not
discussed. Instead the focus will be on the cryostat with the active volume of LXe. The
cryostat is represented by a cylinder with an inner radius of 95.1 cm and a height of 238.7
cm, resulting in a total volume of 6.77 m3. The cryostat contains two distinct volumes filled
with xenon: the upper part of the cryostat contains a gas phase with a height of 3.05 cm. The
remainder of the cryostat is filled with the liquid phase. At the top and bottom of the cryostat,
500 PMTs are placed to read out the scintillation light. However, within the context of this
study, the PMT readout was not simulated, using instead the deposited energy in the liquid
phase. In order to generate the decays of the xenon isotopes of interest, a modified version of
the DECAY0 software [25] was used, as the original version of the software does not contain any
decay data for other isotopes of interest for this work besides 136Xe. The software was extended
to also include the 2νββ decay of 134Xe [26], as well as the ECEC, β+EC and β+β+ of 124Xe
[27, 28]. As mentioned, the 2νββ - decay double beta spectrum typically peaks around 30 %
of the Q-value. For 134Xe a significant contribution of the betas is expected to be in the region
around 200 keV. The major background for the measurement of this decay will be 136Xe and
85Kr , whose half-lives are well known. Therefore, it is of interest to check what is the best
energy region to perform the study, as a function of the half-life of 134Xe . These results are
shown in Fig. 1. As expected, the location in energy where a similar amount of events from
134Xe and 136Xe occurs, varies with the half-life of 134Xe , with longer half-lives having an ideal
analysis range towards lower energy values.
As an initial feasibility test the optimal scenario I has been used, assuming a measuring
time of 5 years. For a given half-life of 5 ×1024 yr (a very conservative upper bound on
the expected half-live using the IBM-2 matrix elements) the expected spectrum can be clearly
identified. Similar studies have been performed for all 3 scenarios and various half-lives. All these
scenarios demonstrated to be possible to detect the 134Xe 2νββ - decay , however with different
significances. To explore the real sensitivity a Monte Carlo study using Poisson distributions
for potential background fluctuations was performed using the Feldman-Cousins approach [29].
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Figure 1: The energy for a signal to background ratio of one, i.e. where signal (134Xe ) and background (136Xe )
have the same value, as function of the assumed 134Xe half-live. For longer half-lives this point moves towards
lower energies.
No fiducial volume cut was applied. The resulting curves presented in Fig. 2 show that in
5 years measuring time have-lives above 1026 years should be accessible. This is well beyond
even the most conservative assumption made, however it is assuming no additional background
components.
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Figure 2: Sensitivity for the search of 2νββ - decay of 134Xe as a function of measuring time in the most optimal
case of 136Xe being the only source of background. In this perfect scenario even the most conservative approach
for the half-life will be reached within 2 years.Horizontal lines represent different 2νββ - decay half-lives of
134Xe as described in section 2.1.
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3. Study of 134Xe including solar pp neutrinos
The discussed optimal scenario will be worsened by potential background components like
radioactive impurities such as 85Kr, or electron recoils from scattering of solar neutrinos. Here
the focus is on the electron recoils from solar pp neutrinos. The endpoint of this recoil spectrum
is at 260 keV, hence effecting the window for the 134Xe search from the low energy side. For
the scenario III the corresponding simulated spectrum is shown for 4.8 ×1024 yr in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: A fit based on an extended maximum likelihood approach using a half-life of 4.8×1024 yrs for 134Xe ,
the 136Xe 2νββ - decay half-life and the recoil spectrum from neutrino-electron scattering by solar pp-neutrinos.
In the range of about 250-450 keV the 134Xe signal is still clearly visible.
A sensitivity study has been performed with the extended maximum likelihood method
described in [30]. The deduced sensitivity curves are shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen, still the
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Figure 4: Sensitivity for the search of 2νββ - decay of 134Xe as a function of measuring time including solar
neutrino background.
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most conservative estimate from Table 2 can be reached, however it is not possible anymore to
measure a half-life beyond about 2×1026 yrs in 5 years.
4. Study of 134Xe including 85Kr
Xenon gas obtained from the atmosphere to be used in LXe-TPCs contains a variety of
traces from other elements, which provides additional background in the experiment. Most of
these backgrounds can be reduced, by different purification methods, to a level where they are
no longer relevant for the experiment. One of such impurities is krypton which, being also a
noble gas, it particularly hard to separate from the xenon. One of the krypton isotopes, 85Kr ,
has an abundance of 2× 10−11[31], which decays by beta emission with a Q-value of 687.4 keV
and a half-life of 10.76 yrs. The spectral shape of the beta spectrum was taken from DECAY0.
Adding this single-unique forbidden beta decay to the background model increases the expected
number of events in the region of interest for 134Xe , as can be seen in (Fig. 5). As krypton
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Figure 5: Background model including solar neutrino background,136Xe and 85Kr with an assumed purification
level of 0.1 ppt Kr/Xe. The assumed 2νββ - decay half-live of 134Xe is 5 × 1024 yr.
is evenly distributed in xenon the amount of events resulting from this decay increases with
the size of the detector and can not be reduced through fiducial volume cuts. One way of
reducing this background is through purification to reduce the levels of Kr/Xe. In this work, it
is assumed that a purification procedure is carried out on reaching a 85Kr abundance of 0.1 ppt
(Fig. 5), which is a factor 5 below the 0.5 ppt goal of the XENON1T-collaboration. However,
it is a reasonable guess that with the experience from previous experiments the 85Kr -level for a
multi-tonne detector can be improved by this factor. However, this background might decrease
over the measurement period. Even using a reasonable assumption, this choice of 0.1 ppt is
still arbitrary, which prompts for further studies to be carried on. The resulting sensitivity for
134Xe is shown in (Fig. 6). The introduction of 85Kr into the analysis shows a reduction of the
sensitivity by a factor of two with the chosen purification level.
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5. Study of 124Xe and 126Xe
Another isotope of interest would be 124Xe , which is one out of only six nuclides able to
perform double positron decay. This implies additional competing decay modes containing also
electron capture (EC) and hence very different signatures for all decay modes (see Eq. 4−6).
They will be discussed separately. Topological information has not been included in these
studies and cannot be done in LXe, however the NEXT experiment has published results about
the topological information from a gaseous Xe-detector [34].
Table 2: Calculated half-lives for the three different 2ν decay modes of 124Xe .
2ν ECEC (1021) yr 2ν β+EC (1022) yr 2ν β+β+ (1027) yr Reference
2.9-7.3 3.0-7.6 1.4-3.54 [6]
390-986 230 - 582 - [32]
7.0 8.2 - [33]
61-155 72-182 2.6-6.6 [38]
7.1-18 8.3- 21.1 3.0 -7.6 [36]
0.4-8.8 0.94-9.7 0.17 -3.8 [39]
5.1. The 2 ν ECEC case
As the full phase space is available for 2ν ECEC, it is the most likely mode to occur.
Expected half-lives are in the same order as for the 2νββ - decay and theoretical predictions
are compiled in Tab. 2. As can be seen a wide spread of calculated half-lives exists.
The predictions for 2ν ECEC half-lives span a range of two orders of magnitude, experimen-
tally a lower half-life limit for the 124Xe decay of 1.1 ×1017 yr is given [35]. No experimental limit
exists for 126Xe and only one prediction is available for a half-life value between 4.7-12 ×1025
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yrs [38]. 126Xe has a Q-value of 897 keV and an abundance about the same as 124Xe (0.09
% compared to 0.1%). The signature in both cases are the same, namely X-rays and Auger
electrons of Te from the captures of the inner shells. However, using a crude assumption of
equal matrix elements for both Xe-isotopes due to the Q5 power phase space dependence of 2
ν ECEC the expected half-life for 126Xe will be about 340 times longer than the one for 124Xe .
Thus, a possible signal will always be dominated by 124Xe .
The details of the individual X-ray emission lines and their intensities could be lost due to the
energy resolution of the detector. Taking an energy resolution of σ(E)/E of about 9 % at 50
keV as measured by Xenon100 [7], a single peak will result at about 55 keV.
Major background components will again be solar pp neutrinos, 85Kr decay and the 2νββ - decay
contributions of 136Xe and 134Xe . The expected sensitivity for a 2ν ECEC search using the
Feldman-Cousins as before approach, except that this time 85Kr is not included, is shown in
Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Feldmann - Cousins sensitivity on the 124Xe double EC half-life as a function of running time. The
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5.2. The 2 ν β+EC mode
The signal of this decay mode, only possible for 124Xe , is the kinetic energy of the positron
combined with the energy of the annihilation photons and the X-rays and Auger electrons (see
Fig. 8) . In this way the signal is much higher in energy, producing a continuous spectrum
starting around 2 mec
2 with the major part occurring between 1-2 MeV. This might require a
dedicated data acquisition system, as the dynamic range of LXe detectors searching for dark
matter are not designed for such high energies.
Hence, from the background contributions mentioned above only 136Xe matters. Estimations
for the half-lives compiled in Tab. 2 show variations over two orders of magnitude, basically
from 3×1022 - 3×1024 yrs while the experimental lower limit is 4.8 ×1016 yr (68 % CL) [13].
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Detailed studies for the three scenarios using the energy resolution of EXO-200 [15] show
that the full range of theoretical predictions can only be explored in the scenarios I and II. As
scenario III might be the most realistic one, the investigation reveals that the longest half-lives
predicted might not be accessible. Note, only energy but no spatial information was used, which
might help to identify the signal using the specific topology resulting from positron annihilation.
5.3. The 2 ν β+β+ mode
Despite its signature of four 511 keV photons combined with the kinetic energy of the two
positrons, this mode suffers from a reduced phase space. Theoretical half-live estimates are all
in the region between 1027 − 1028 years [6, 37, 36] and thus make a successful search even in a
large scale detector as discussed in this paper unlikely as event rates are less than one per 10
years, even though this mode will be more or less background free.
6. Summary and conclusions
Ongoing and planned large scale LXe experiments for dark matter searches allow investi-
gations for various double beta emitters besides 136Xe especially in depleted Xe. In this paper
the three additional nuclides 124Xe , 126Xe and 134Xe are discussed. It has been shown that un-
der realistic assumptions on abundances of nuclides in depleted Xe, presented here as different
scenarios, and energy resolution for a wide range of nuclear matrix element calculations the
discovery of neutrino accompanied modes should be feasible.
For the 134Xe search neutrino - electron scattering from solar neutrinos, 85Kr beta decay
and the 2νββ - decay of 136Xe are dominant backgrounds. The same appears for the 2ν ECEC
search with the addition that 2νββ - decay of 134Xe will contribute as well.
The decay modes containing positrons suffer from reduced phase spaces. In the β+EC mode
only in the most optimistic scenarios the full range of predicted half-lives can be explored, being
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more likely that only a fraction of it will be accessible. The β+β+ mode might be not observable
even in such large scale experiments as the predicted half-live is too long. No fiducial volume
cut was applied to the detector, assuming it is fully active. As background components only
solar pp neutrinos, 85Kr and potential double beta decays were considered. Further ones like
7Be solar neutrinos and others might contribute as well and will be discussed together with the
mentioned ones in a separate, more detailed and systematic paper.
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